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**Abstract**

This paper tests the hypothesis that individuals try to escape forced solidarity when facing favourable conditions by hiding their resources from their village network. We designed a set of field experiments in rural Tanzania. We assigned to the treatment group an improved and much more productive variety of maize while the control group received a traditional variety. We find that farmers in the treatment group reduced one specific type of social interaction with their network members that would make their expected harvest visible to the others: entering into labour sharing arrangements. We find no similar pattern for other types of social interaction. Our finding is consistent with the view indicating that farmers attempt to hide their resources to reduce redistributive pressure.
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Introduction

Social networks play an important role for the livelihood of communities in developing countries. They provide informal insurance and credit when markets are imperfect or absent (e.g. Rosenzweig, 1988; Fafchamps, 1992; Greif 1993, Coate and Ravallion, 1993; Townsend, 1994, Udry, 1994, Anderson and Baland, 2002, Ligon et al. 2002, Fafchamps and Lund, 2003, Barr et al. 2012), facilitate technology diffusion (Bandiera and Rasul, 2006; Conley and Udry, 2010) and provide opportunities for human capital investment and resources redistribution (Angelucci and De Giorgi, 2009; Angelucci et al., 2010). Households’ expectations of future assistance and transfers are key motivations behind participation in these networks.¹

Quintessential characteristic of network relations is the key role played by obligations for network’s members.² The more successful members of the network must help the least successful (or unlucky) members of the social network (Rosenzweig and Wolpin, 1994). They may also be requested to contribute more to local public goods (Olken and Singhal, 2011). Resources redistribution within the network can, therefore, be characterized like a sort of ‘informal’ redistributive tax. Individuals who are worse off can claim a share of others’ (more successful members) resources. A critical issue is if sharing pressure within the network may trigger an evasive response. Households, anticipating that others will tax their income, may respond by

---

¹ Other explanations such as altruism, guilt and potential social sanctions also seem to play an important role in shaping individual interactions in networks (Platteau 2000, Foster and Rosenzweig 2001, Barr and Stein 2008, Leider et al., 2009, Alger and Weibull 2010, Ligon and Schechter, 2012).

² In this respect, Scott (1976) and Platteau (1991) refer to the ‘moral economy’.
hiding\(^3\) their earnings to avoid resources redistribution. This view is supported by recent (lab) evidence (Jakiela and Ozier, 2012, Beekman et al. 2015). Outside the lab environment, robust empirical evidence of such concealing behaviour is however very scant.\(^4\) This paper aims to fill this gap. We contribute to this strand of literature by providing an analysis on the role of hiding as an evasive response to social network pressure in the field. We designed a set of field experiments in rural Tanzania and exploited the differential productivity of maize seeds. We randomly assigned to the treatment group a more productive improved variety of maize. The control group received instead a traditional low yielding variety. Improved maize provides yields that are up to five times larger than the traditional ones. Those who receive them thus substantially raise their expected future income. We tested if these subjects will alter some dimensions of their usual interaction with their social network.\(^5\) We found that individuals who were assigned the improved seeds mostly reduced their involvement in informal labor sharing arrangements with their \textit{ego-network}.\(^6\) In Tanzania, these arrangements are very common. A household head invites members of other households in his kinship to help him with specific agricultural activities such as land preparation and ploughing, weeding, harvesting and threshing, and the compensation typically consists in part of the output. Individuals – in the treatment group – are

\(^3\) In the context of experimental study of involuntary giving a similar finding emerged. Dana et al. (2006), for instance, has found that a 28\% of senders in standard dictator game preferred to hide at a cost rather than send nothing to the receivers.

\(^4\) For observational evidence see Baland et al. (2011) and Di Falco and Bulte (2011).

\(^5\) An alternative would have been to provide farmers with an unconditional cash transfer. Cash is, however, more easy to conceal than seeds. This would have made the detection of potential hiding behavior more difficult. Moreover, hiding from the network comes with a cost (e.g., having less help in the farm). Our design allows capturing both these aspects.

\(^6\) By ego-network we refer to what is typically called \textit{neighbourhood} in the theoretical literature on social networks (see e.g. Newman, 2003, Jackson, 2008, and Borgatti et al., 2008, for an overview over the terminology in different disciplines). So, the ego-network of agent \(i\) is the set of his direct neighbors.
found to be less involved in labour sharing agreements. We also find that the effect depends also on the number of people that they typically interact with (i.e. their ego-network, or neighborhood). Interestingly, we do not find a similar pattern for other types of social interactions that do not imply visibility of one’s seeds (e.g, asking for information on general agricultural issues).

We support our result with a theoretical model. We frame and analyze this issue in the context of Network Games (see Galeotti et al., 2010; Feri and Pin, 2014). Agents are embedded in a social network and have to take decisions that have strategic interactions with the decisions of people connected to them. In doing so, however, they have limited observability of the structure of the social network beyond their direct acquaintances, and this expected utility framework is analysed with Bayesian optimization. In our context, in particular, agents do not know if, and specifically how, their direct neighbours are also able to directly communicate together. This possibility becomes higher the higher the number of closed triangles in the social networks: a property that is typically referred to as clustering. The literature has mostly analyzed the support of clustering for sustaining cooperation in the context of repeated interaction, e.g. in Kandori (1992), Ellison (1994), Vega-Redondo (2006), Jackson et al. (2012) and Dall’Asta et al. (2012). We use it here instead as the measure that summarizes the trade-off between having the possibility to ask help to many people, and avoiding leakage of the information on own wealth. In this way, a standard expected utility framework adapted to the theory of social networks, can provide a suitable conceptual environment to explain our empirical result.

---

7 It should be stressed that the improved seeds do not require less quantity of labour. Hence the reduced interaction cannot depend on less labour requirement. In fact the labour requirement of the two corn varieties are very similar.
Data and Design of the Field Experiment

We conducted a set of field experiments in two areas of Tanzania, the south-east (Morogoro) and the North (Karatu) with a sample of 300 farmers. These farmers live in rural villages that can be very distant from each other. These villages may, thus, be thought as fairly isolated, self-contained, units. The average social (kinship) network (e.g. degree) is 8.5. A household thus interact on average with 8.5 members of the network in the village (with a minimum of 0 and a maximum of 29). There is also interaction with the extended family network outside the village. On average the household in our sample interact with about 6 network members located in other villages. We will make use of this information below to prove some of our results. The average household size is 5.11 (with a minimum of 1 and a maximum of 15). The degree is correlated with belonging to a farmer group and with the household size. Given that these are self-subsistence farmers, large part of the social interaction happens around agriculture. Most of information sharing in fact is around crops, harvest, access to inputs and markets and land issues. Sharing of resources in cash and in kind in response to negative shock is also a very important dimension. Our focus is mostly on labour sharing arrangements within the kinship network. These are situation that are relevant as they make farmers resources more visible, they provide a tangible benefits in terms of increased production. They also lead to a payment in kind once the harvest is done.

As mentioned high yielding seeds were allocated randomly to about half of the sample in 2013 (treatment group). The remaining half received low yielding maize varieties (control group). The research team handed in the seeds in bags. Maize is a key crop in Tanzania and basically all farmers in the areas of the study grow it. The
crop is used either consumed or (in case of surplus) marketed. The improved variety is named Situka-M1 and was released in 2001 by the Selian Agricultural Research Institute (SARI). It has a very high yield potential of 3-5 ton/ha and its optimal production altitude ranges 1000-1500. The traditional variety instead has a potential of 0.5-1 ton/ha under similar conditions. In Tanzania, the improved variety is grown in the Eastern and Northern regions where our study districts are located. It is the second most important open pollinated variety (OPV) following Staha variety. About 12% of farmers used Situka-M1 during the 2010/1 calendar. The variety is tolerant to drought, and maize streak and grey leaf spot diseases. Seeds where handed over to the farmers in closed packages. The balance check for the predetermined variables is reported in the appendix.

The experiment exploits the large productive advantage of the improved variety. This variety indeed increases the harvest. We compare if the use of social interactions varies between the farmers in the treatment group versus the control group. We focus on a very relevant use of social interaction in the village: informal labour sharing agreements. These agreements are crucial in this part of the world as they allows the farmers to use extra units of labour to help working in the operated fields during growing season. This kind of interaction could be affected by the size of the ego-network. Indeed a larger ego-network allows to ask for help to the more productive individuals. Therefore, assuming a constant marginal cost of asking for help, a larger ego-network could induce more social interactions. On the other side asking other kinship member in the village to enter into labour sharing agreements entails one crucial implication: visibility. Therefore, a farmer with improved seeds has to weight the benefit and cost of asking for help on the farm, for example the benefit of marginal increase in production thanks to the helping hands compared with the cost of
an increase in probability of being asked for help in future, i.e. being *taxed* by the social network.

Indeed, the wealth status of farmers with improved seeds might change. The: they become part of the lucky group who got the improved seeds and expect higher yields, i.e. the one to whom one turn if one needs some help. If an evasive response is to be detected, then it should take place particularly among the farmers of the treatment group with large ego-networks. Indeed, the news that a farmer got the improved seed could be communicated to all members of his ego-network and larger it is, more people are likely to ask him for help.

Summarizing the above considerations we can state the following behavioural hypothesis:

1. We should observe farmers in the control group increase the extent of social interaction as the ego-network increases.

2. We should observe farmers with improved seeds to have a smaller number of social interactions with respect to the farmers in the control group. This difference could increases as the ego-network increases.

3. We suppose that the incentive to conceal the increased expected harvest overcomes the benefits from a larger ego-network. So, as the ego-network increases we could observe a decreasing number of social interactions in the treatment group.

We will present in the next section a formalisation of the argument based on expected utility theory. But let us first describe a bit the farmers who took part to both studies with a set of summary statistics.
The dependent variable is the number of people each farmer has asked to come to give help on the farm over the preceding 12 months. We focus on this particular social interaction because it has a direct positive effect and two costs, a direct one and an indirect one. Through labour sharing agreements, farmers can increase the labour input and increase productivity, and this is the positive effect. The direct cost is that part of the harvest has to be shared with the members who helped. The indirect cost is that, by asking for help on the farm, farmers reveal their seeds and expose themselves to the socially imposed network tax. For farmers with an improved seeds, there should be hence a clear trade-off between the marginal increase in labour productivity and the increase in direct and indirect costs.

The explanatory variables are a dummy for having got improved seeds; the ego-network size; an interaction term between the type of seeds and the size of the ego-network.

[TABLE 1 – ABOUT HERE]

As we see in table (1), the average number of network member asked to enter a labour sharing agreement during the last 12 months is 2 people while the standard deviation is 2.46 with a maximum at 20. Half of the sample randomly received the improved seeds. The average household size of 51 people, with the head of the household 45 years old, 60% with education with some education. Only 11% of the farm households heads are female. The average size of the farm is 1.6 ha and only 23% of household own an ox. The operating plots are quite scattered across space. On average farmers operate plots 20 minutes away from the homestead.

Consistently with many other part of Africa a large part of the sample belongs to rotating saving schemes and burial societies (76%), while 36% belongs to farmers
associations. We control for important environmental conditions that affect harvest. Therefore we include a dummy for pest damage (it occurred on 23% of farms). We capture differences in the climatic conditions by the The Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI). This index captures the rarity of a drought at a given time scale of interest for any rainfall station with historic data. It can also be used to determine periods of anomalously wet events. Being a standardized measure, it identifies normal conditions when close to zero. High SPI value corresponds to heavy precipitation event over time period specified while low SPI signal situations of low precipitation event. The lower the SPI the more dramatic is the drought. We used the GIS information to locate the farmers and then matched this information with rainfall data to produce the SPI.

A Model of “family tax” evasion in network

As mentioned earlier we randomly assigned improved seeds to half of the sample, while traditional varieties were assigned to the other remaining half. The idea is to compare social interactions between the (lucky) farmers who got the improved seeds and the control group's farmers who got local seeds. The social interaction we are focusing on is asking network members to take part in a labour sharing agreement. This implies spending time in one’s farm undertaking crop related activities (e.g., ploughing, planting, weeding, threshing, etc). It can be asking anyone, as long as he is member of the social network (e.g. a relative or a member of the kinship group). Suppose that there are N self-subsistence farmers as nodes in an exogenous undirected social network. As assumed in an emerging literature on Network Games, they have incomplete information on the network, and they know only their own degree, and the
clustering coefficient of the network\(^8\). We measure the clustering coefficient as the i.i.d. probability \(c\) that two nodes that have a network member in the village in common are also linked together (again, refer to Newman, 2003, and Jackson, 2008, for a few alternative definitions of the same concept). In this economy there is a single good that can be produced using two technologies. One is old and less productive. The other is new and much more productive. We assume that each agent needs at least one unit of this good to survive, agents are risk neutral and they have linear preferences over the good\(^9\). There are three time--steps.

**Time 0:** A single agent, denoted by \(i\), is picked at random. Agent \(i\) has \(\ell\) neighbors, i.e. \(\ell\) is the number of individuals in the ego-network of agent \(i\) - the number of agents he is interacting (some time in the following we denote \(\ell\) as the degree of agent \(i\)). Agent \(i\) receives the new production technology. The quantity of the good produced by this technology depends on the number of people working on it, denoted by \(k\). Formally, the technology is \(f(k)\), where \(k \in \{0,1,\ldots,\ell\}\). If we call \(\Delta f(h) = f(h) - f(h - 1)\), for any \(h \in \{1\ldots,\ell\}\), then we assume that \(f(0) > 1\) and that \(\Delta f(h)\) is always positive but decreasing in \(h\) (i.e. concavity of the production function). In other words, for any \(h \in \{2\ldots,\ell\}\)

\[
\Delta^2 f(h) = \Delta f(h) - \Delta f(h - 1) \leq 0
\]

---

\(^8\) As will be clear in the following, the coefficient \(c\) can be interpreted as the probability that one farmer \(i\)’s neighbour communicates the relevant information to another farmer \(i\)’s neighbour

\(^9\) Note that we do not need any assumption about replacement of agents do not survive, because we focus on “one-shot” situation. Moreover by this assumption we model the agent’s incentives to work for others.
Every other agent in the social network, who is not $i$, receives the old technology, that provides a quantity of 1 with probability $1 - p$, and 0 with probability $p$, where these probabilities are $i.i.d.$.

**Time 1:** At the beginning of the period agent $i$ chooses, among his $\ell$ neighbors, $k$ agents that she can employ in her technology. Agent $i$ makes a take–it–or–leave–it offer to each of the chosen $k$ network members. This offer is a form of insurance where agent $i$ commits herself to pay 1 in the case that the realize income of the employed agent is 0. It is straightforward to see that it is dominant for each of them to accept, but for less they would not, because they would risk not to survive.

**Time 2:** Some agents with bad luck have still a chance to survive: they must be members of the network of both agent $i$ and of one of the agents employed by $i$. Agent $i$ will have to use all her excess profit to sustain them, up to the point that she is also back to 1.

Note that this model has the following assumptions:

1. The technology used by agent $i$ is observed only by people working on his farm;
2. People working for agent $i$ can inform their neighbours that agent $i$ has a new production technology and then a higher income;
3. People not working for agent $i$ cannot observe the labour sharing arrangements of other agents.
The optimization problem

This model is just an optimization problem for agent $i$, that has to choose $k$. Once $k$ is chosen, the probability that some agent $j$, out of the other $\ell - k$ agents, is linked to some of the $k$ agents is $p[\text{linked}] = 1 - (1 - c)^k$.

So, the problem of agent $i$ is to maximize her expected payoff, that is:

$$\max_k f(k) - k \cdot p - g(k, l) \quad (1)$$

where $g(k, l) = p(l - k)(1 - (1 - c)^k)$ is the expected family tax.\(^{10}\)

We have that

$$\Delta g(k, l) = g(k, l) - g(k - 1, l) = p((1 - c)^{k-1}(1 + c(l - k)) - 1)$$

whose sign is not determined, but

$$\Delta^2 g(k, l) = \Delta g(k, l) - \Delta g(k - 1, l) = -p(1 - c)^{k-2}c(2 + c(l - k)) < 0$$

which means that $\Delta g(k, l)$, the marginal family tax, is decreasing in $k$. Indeed increasing $k$ reduces the number of agents that can be potentially linked to the $k$ agents.

The following facts will turn useful in the analysis of the maximization problem (1).

1. The expected family tax is equal to zero when either $p$ or $c$ is equal to 0, furthermore it is equal to zero when $k = 0$ or $k = l$;
2. $\Delta g(1, \ell) = pc(l - 1) \geq 0$, with strict inequality when $\ell \geq 2$;

\(^{10}\)In this formulation we have simplified, assuming that agent $i$ can face a negative payoff, when the family tax is large. However, since $f(0) > 1$ is always a possibility, this is without loss of generality.
3. The expected family tax is concave and has its maximum value for intermediate values of $k$, it means that, for any given $\ell$, $\Delta g(k, \ell)$ is decreasing in $k$ and there exists a value $\tilde{k}$ such that $\Delta g(k, \ell) > 0$ if and only if $k < \tilde{k}$;

4. $\Delta g(k, \ell)$ is increasing with respect to $\ell$.

Note also that the introduction of the family tax causes a distortion in the expected marginal costs. Given that the marginal family tax can be positive or negative, the distortion on the labour sharing decision can be both in the direction of more or less network members in the village respect to the case of no family tax.\(^{11}\)

We propose here below our main result, and we invite the reader to refer to Appendix A for its derivation, based on three lemmas, and for its technical details. We stress here the fact that it is a very general and (up to our knowledge) original result.

**Proposition 1** Suppose that $\Delta f(1) > p$, and that there exists $k'$ such that for all $k > k'$, $\Delta f(k) < p(1 - c)^{k-1}$, then there exist $\ell'$ and $\ell'' \geq \ell' \geq 1$ such that:

- for any $\ell \leq \ell'$, $k_\ell^+ = \ell$;
- for $\ell > \ell''$, we have $k_\ell^+ = 0$.
- for $\ell' < \ell \leq \ell''$, $0 < k_\ell^+ < \ell$ and it is not increasing in $\ell$.

Note that the assumptions $\Delta f(1) > p$ is eliminating the case where the solution of the problem is equal to 0 for all $\ell$. Indeed if $\Delta f(1) < p$ the solution of the problem when $\ell = 1$ is $k = 0$: this has to be the solution for all problems with $\ell > 1$ (as comes out from the Lemmas discussed in Appendix A). This case happens when the marginal

\(^{11}\) Moreover agent $i$ faces a maximization problem that is discrete and not necessarily concave, allowing for multiple local maxima.
revenues are too small to profitably hire someone. This case is not of our interest because the same solution is applied when there is no family tax.

The second condition on the production, namely that \( \Delta f(k) < p(1 - c)^{k-1} \) for any \( k > k' \), only states that in some point the marginal revenues have to become smaller than marginal costs. This is a plausible assumption for all production processes characterized by congestions problems, when there is even a value of \( k \) such that an additional unit of \( k \) causes a reduction in the production level (so, the assumption is consistent with negative marginal revenues). This assumption is eliminating the case where the solution of the problem is always equal to \( \ell \) for any size of the ego-network, which happens when the marginal revenues are so high that hiring everyone is always the best solution. Note that this solution is applied to the case of no family tax only when \( \Delta f(k) \geq p \) for all \( k \). But in the presence of family tax the solution to hire everyone can happen even if \( \Delta f(k) < p \), because the marginal costs for \( k \) sufficiently close to \( \ell \) are negative.

Finally, one implicit assumption of the model that, at a first view, appears strong is that only one agent within a given network receives the new production technology. A natural question is to ask what happens if more agents receive the new production technology. We find natural that in this case individuals do not know who has received the new technology. They know that with some probability one or more of his neighbours for instance have received the new technology, and that his neighbours could be linked to someone endowed with the new technology. In such a case we can have the following effects.
1. The expected payment to individuals in labour sharing arrangements is lower, because with some probability someone of them is endowed with the new technology.

2. The expected payment to individuals in labour sharing arrangements is lower, because with some probability someone of them has a connection with someone that is endowed with the new technology.

3. The family tax is lower because in the set of no labour sharing with network members someone received the new technology or has a connection with someone endowed with the new technology.

4. With some probability he works with people endowed with the new technology (either in the current period or in the past). It has the beneficial effect that some knowledge can be transferred, increasing the expected marginal revenue.

Our model can take into account all these effect simply changing the parameters' value.

The effects in points 1, 2 and 3 are reducing parameter p. The effect in point 4 could induce higher marginal revenues. So we can reasonably assume that removing this assumption (only a single agent receives the new production technology) the main results remain unchanged.

**Empirical Results**

We now study how the results in the previous section can be related to our empirical understanding of how social interaction, within a network, is affected by a positive expected harvest. Our focus is on the potential interplay between evasive response to the family tax and the size of the network. If farmers that received the most
productive technology want to avoid some of the redistributive pressure from other network members, then we can expect that they would reduce to some extent their social interaction. In particular, we expect them to reduce those interactions that would make their harvest more visible. This is a typical situation provide by entering labour sharing agreements. In these agreements one asks other members of the network to work on her plots and share some of the output. Let's consider a situation in which a farmer asks normally 3 members of her social network to come on her operating plots and help with land preparation, seeding, harvesting etc. If she has the improved seeds and she does not want to share (e.g., being taxed) with all of them, she may ask only 1 or 2 more trusted members. Perhaps, those individuals that are less likely to diffuse the information about their expected harvest with the rest of the network. The model we propose to estimate is the following:

$$\text{Ask} = \beta_0 + \beta_N N + \beta_S S + \beta_I I + \mathbf{X}' \mathbf{\beta} + \epsilon$$ (7)

where $\text{Ask}$ is the number of people one asked to enter into a labour sharing agreement. The main variables of interest are hence the dummy variable $S$ equal to 1 if the farmer belongs to the group with improved seeds and zero otherwise (local seeds), the ego-network size, $N$, and the interaction effect between both these variables.\footnote{Although the seeds’ allocation to farmers was randomized and is hence totally exogenous, the ego-network variable, $N$, might be correlated with some unobserved heterogeneity. \textit{A priori}, this could be a serious concern since the resulting endogeneity. We emphasize, however, that our variable of interest is the interaction between the ego-network size and an exogenous variable (random assignment of seeds). This is in line with the study of heterogenous treatment effects where a treatment is interacted with other potentially endogenous variables (e.g. Glewwe et al. 2009, Banerjee et al. 2007, 2010). Nizalova & Murtazashvili (2012) have shown, both analytically and with simulations, that the OLS produces a consistent estimate of the interaction effect.}
The null hypothesis that farmers ignore the marginal cost of asking for help implies that farmers with improved seeds should ask the same number of people for help on the farm than farmers with local seeds. The marginal benefit has been shown analytically to be positive. The intuition is that they want to make the most of their high potential seeds. Furthermore, this should be true whatever values take N because the ego-network size is only mediated via the marginal cost, set to zero under the null hypothesis. Hence, the null hypothesis can be summarized as follows:

$$H_0: \beta_I = 0$$

Rejecting $$H_0$$ implies that the marginal cost is different from zero. Furthermore, if we do find that $$\beta_I < 0$$, then we can confirm that the difference in propensity to ask other members of the network to help in the farm decreases as n increases. We can also test the hypothesis that the marginal benefits are larger than zero by testing the hypothesis that $$\beta_s > 0$$.

To probe the robustness of our results we add a large battery of controls, X. These include individual and farm characteristics such as age of the household head, household size, female headed household (dummy), education (dummy), risk aversion of the household head, land size, oxen (dummy), labour, walking distance to the plot (in minutes), participation in rotating saving schemes and burial societies, farmers association, pest damage (dummy), Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI - ARC2 dataset), dummy for region. We also control for reciprocity. We include a variable that captures the number of passive interactions. If the household head has been asked for help in the farm by network members during last 6 months. This potentially an
important variable as subjects may already be in a labour sharing agreement. They therefore ask because they have been asked.

Table 2 presents the results of the analysis. Both OLS and Poisson regressions (to accommodate the count nature of the left hand side variable) are provided. The key explanatory variables are the dummy for the improved seeds assignment, the size of the total ego-network and the interaction term between ego-network and positive shock. The first part of the table reports the results for the labour sharing. We find that the interaction parameter is highly significant and negative.

[TABLE 2 – About HERE]

The results are robust to the inclusion of a large battery of controls. The null hypothesis that \( \beta_I = 0 \) is rejected. The impact of the increased expected harveston the labour sharing is sensitive to the size of the social network. The larger the ego network the smaller will be request of labor sharing. This result is consistent with the idea of an evasive response. Farmers that received the increased expected harvest with improved seeds may try to escape the network tax by reducing a dimension of social interaction that makes their harvest visible: informal labour sharing agreements. Results are very consistent. A larger ego-network is associated with a larger number of labor sharing requests. The interaction terms between the exogenous improved seeds variable and the size of the ego-network is however negative. This underscores the possibility that luckier farmers do interact less to avoid sharing their future larger resources. Interestingly the interaction is not consistently significant when we look at

\[13\] We probed the presence of outliers with a residual versus fitted plot and identified 6 observations with residual greater than the 99th percentile. They were removed from the estimation.
different types of social interaction such as sharing information or asking for help in kind or cash.

[Figure 1 – ABOUT HERE]

The estimated coefficient for social network is positive and significant across the different model. This highlights the positive role of kinship network in providing labor, information and resources. The Figure 1 summarizes the results by presenting the social interaction in labour sharing on the left axis and the size of the ego-network on the horizontal axis. As expected, social interaction increases with the size of the social ego-network for the control group of farmers with the local seeds. Both groups of farmers are very similar with the obvious exception of the use of the improved or the local seeds. Farmers with improved seeds should be located on the green line while they are actually way below. For instance, a farmer with 15 people in his ego-network is expected to ask 2.5 persons for help on the farm, but he asked only 1.5 people for help on the farm. Furthermore, both lines cross at a very low size of the social ego-network (about 4 people – the median value of the ego-network size), indicating that even at a moderate size of the ego-network, the marginal cost of asking for help, i.e. the risk of a social network tax, is sufficient enough to discourage farmers from benefiting from a helping hand on the field. Hence, half of the sample, i.e. the one with the greater social network, prefers not to ask for help on the farm in order to avoid being taxed. Farmers with improved seeds tend to ask more for help on the farm than farmers who received local seeds as long as the ego-network size doesn't reach a threshold at around 4 members, i.e. the median value of the ego-network size. After this limit, the marginal benefit of asking for help, i.e. the marginal productivity of labour on an improved seeds plot, is outweighed by the marginal cost of asking, i.e. the increase in risk of being asked for help in the future. In other words,
the risk of a network tax leads to suboptimal labour allocation, which is the price for evading social network taxes.

**Concluding remarks**

In this paper we presented field experiment evidence of the impact of increased expected harvest on social interaction. We use a novel approach that relies on the random assignment of improved seeds and find that farmers that receive a improved seeds interact less with their social ego-network in one important dimension: asking for help in their farm. This may indicate an evasive response. Farmers, that receive positive income shocks, prefer reducing their visibility by less involvement with their ego-network. These findings echo the work of Baland et. al (2011) where farmers in Cameroon were ready to incur a cost to avoid being taxed by their ego-network. In the case presented in this article, the cost is the forgone marginal productivity of labour on an improved seeds plot. Hence, both studies highlight another mechanism by which the *dark side* of social capital can compromise wellbeing: the inefficiency is not only due to *disincentivized* farmers free-riding on the solidarity of their peers, but to a suboptimal level of labour due to the fear of being taxed. Although it is difficult to draw any conclusion on long term welfare equilibrium dynamics due to the cross-sectional nature of the present study, this implicit cost can be interpreted as the *deadweight loss* of the informal insurance system that are social networks. It is a *deadweight loss* because the additional food that could have been produced by marginally increasing labour will simply never exist, which implies that the members of the solidarity networks will have fewer resources to share.
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Table 1. Summary statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Labour sharing agreements asked by the household to the other network members</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmers assigned improved seed – see text for description</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network (Total number of kinship network in the village)</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network outside the village (Total number of kinship network outside the village)</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>7.29</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk averse</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH size</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm size</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxen (Dummy 1=yes; 0= otherwise)</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female household head (Dummy 1=yes; 0= otherwise)</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education of the household head (Dummy 1=yes; 0= otherwise)</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmers association (Dummy 1=yes; 0= otherwise)</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saving association and burial society (Dummy 1=yes; 0= otherwise)</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pest attack (Dummy 1=yes; 0= otherwise)</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPI (see text for description)</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>-1.27</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age of the household head</td>
<td>45.74</td>
<td>12.43</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking distance to plot (in minutes)</td>
<td>18.86</td>
<td>19.12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labour (Number of man days)</td>
<td>9.27</td>
<td>6.87</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>48.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Social interaction with the village network and increased expected harvest

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labour sharing with network members</th>
<th>Agricultural related information exchanged with network members</th>
<th>Help in Kind or Cash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>Poisson</td>
<td>OLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive shock</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>0.237*</td>
<td>0.223***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.140)</td>
<td>(0.0201)</td>
<td>(0.0365)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0765</td>
<td>0.0287</td>
<td>0.0360***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.0141)</td>
<td>(0.0205)</td>
<td>(0.00129)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased expected harvest* Network</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.0975*</td>
<td>-0.0586***</td>
<td>-0.0501***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.00927)</td>
<td>(0.000318)</td>
<td>(0.00527)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| N= 297. Clustered standard errors in parentheses. Significance codes: * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Controls: age of the household head, household size, female headed household (dummy), education (dummy), risk aversion of the household head, household size, land size, oxen (dummy), labour, walking distance to the plot (in minutes), been asked for help in the farm by network members during last 6 months, self help group, farmers association, pest damage (dummy), Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI - ARC2 dataset), dummy for region.
Table 3. Labour sharing and network outside the village

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable: Number of network members living outside the village asked to help on the farm</th>
<th>OLS</th>
<th>Poisson Regression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive shock</td>
<td>-0.142</td>
<td>-0.144**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.229)</td>
<td>(0.0704)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>-0.0416</td>
<td>-0.0208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.024)</td>
<td>(0.0182)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased expected harvest* Network</td>
<td>-0.0325</td>
<td>-0.0117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0256)</td>
<td>(0.00931)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N= 297. Clustered standard errors in parentheses. Significance codes: " p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. Controls: age of the household head, household size, female headed household (dummy), education (dummy), risk aversion of the household head, household size, land size, oxen (dummy), labour, walking distance to the plot (in minutes), been asked for help in the farm by network members during last 6 months, self help group, farmers association, pest damage (dummy), Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI - ARC2 dataset), dummy for region.

Figure 1: Number of network members in the village asked for help on the farm: traditional Vs. improved seeds - OLS.
Figure 2: Number of network members in the village asked for help on the farm: traditional Vs. Improved seeds - Poisson.
Appendix A - Proofs

In this appendix we prove Proposition 1, and we start with the next definition.

**Definition 1 (Greater optimum)** We call $k^+_l$ the greater argmax of the problem in (1), for a given value of $\ell$.

The following Remark just poses *local* optimality conditions: a point must not be worse than its left–most adjacent point and strictly better than its right–most adjacent point.

**Remark 1** A necessary condition for $k^+_l \in \{0, \ldots, \ell\}$ to be a greater optimum for agent $i$'s problem is that, when defined,

\[
\Delta f(k^+_l) \geq p + \Delta g(k^+_l, \ell) = p(1 - c)^{k^+_l - 1}(1 + c(l - k^+_l))
\]

(2)

\[
\Delta f(k^+_l + 1) < p + \Delta g(k^+_l + 1, \ell) = p(1 - c)^{k^+_l}(1 + c(l - k^+_l - 1))
\]

(3)

In the statement, ‘when defined’ means that when $k^+_l = 0$ then (2) is not defined and only (3) must hold; when instead $k^+_l = \ell$ then (3) is not defined and only (2) must hold.

Now, we propose some lemmas that will help us in analyzing the comparative statics of the optimization problem in (1), with respect to $\ell$.

**Lemma 1** If for some $\ell'$, $k^+_{\ell'} = \ell'$, then $k^+_{\ell' - 1} = \ell' - 1$.

**Proof:** Since $k^+_{\ell'} = \ell'$, for any $k \in \{0, 1, \ldots, \ell' - 1\}$, we have
\[ f(\ell') - p \cdot \ell' \geq f(k) - p \cdot k - p(\ell' - k)(1 - (1 - c)^k) \]

otherwise \( k^+_\ell \neq \ell' \) would not be a maximum for \( \ell' \). This expression can be rewritten as:

\[ \frac{f(\ell') - f(k)}{\ell' - k} > p - p(1 - (1 - c)^k) \quad (4) \]

Note as the left hand side is the average of the marginal revenues between \( \ell \) and \( k \).

Now suppose \( k^+_{\ell' - 1} = k' < \ell' - 1 \). Then we have:

\[ f(\ell' - 1) - p(\ell' - 1) \leq f(k') - p \cdot k' - p(\ell' - 1 - k')(1 - (1 - c)^{k'}) \]

This expression can be rewritten as:

\[ \frac{f(\ell' - 1) - f(k')}{\ell' - 1 - k'} \leq p - p(1 - (1 - c)^{k'}) \quad (5) \]

Note that the left hand sides of (4) and (5) are decreasing in \( \ell \). Then we can write:

\[ \frac{f(\ell') - f(k')}{\ell' - k'} \leq \frac{f(\ell' - 1) - f(k')}{\ell' - 1 - k'} \leq p - p(1 - (1 - c)^{k'}) \]

A contradiction with the condition in (4) (just relabelling \( k \) as \( k' \)). QED.

**Lemma 2** Suppose \( k^+_\ell < \ell \). Then \( k^+_{\ell + 1} \leq k^+_\ell \).

**Proof:** Call \( x = k^+_\ell \). First of all, for any \( k \in \{x + 1, \ldots, \ell\} \), we have

\[ f(x) - p \cdot x - g(x, \ell) > f(k) - p \cdot k - g(k, \ell) \]

otherwise \( x \) would not be the maximal optimum for \( \ell \).

Now let us compare any \( k \in \{x + 1, \ldots, \ell\} \) against \( x \) for \( \ell + 1 \). Playing with the above inequality, we have

\[ f(k) - f(x) < g(k, \ell) - g(x, \ell) + p(k - x) \].
Since
\[
\frac{\partial (g(k, \ell) - g(x, \ell))}{\partial \ell} = p((1 - c)^x - (1 - c)^k) > 0
\]
this holds also for any \( \ell' > \ell \), including \( \ell + 1 \).

It must be that for \( \ell' + 1 \) the only candidate against \( x \) and greater than \( x \) for being a solution is \( \ell' + 1 \). Now assume that \( k_{\ell+1}^+ = \ell' + 1 \). This is in contradiction with the assumption \( k_{\ell}^+ < \ell \) and with the result in Lemma 1. QED.

This last result allows us to state that, when for a given \( \ell \), say \( \ell'' \), the solution of the problem is not hiring anyone, then the same solution is applied to all problems with \( \ell > \ell'' \). The following Lemma states sufficient conditions for the existence of such \( \ell'' \).

**Lemma 3** Assume there exists \( k' \) such that for all \( k > k' \), \( \Delta f(k) < p(1 - c)^{k-1} \). Then there exist \( \ell'' \) such that for all \( \ell \geq \ell'' \), \( k_{\ell}^+ = 0 \).

**Proof:** For any \( k > k' \), condition (2) never holds, because for any \( \ell \geq k \) we have
\[
\Delta f(k) < p(1 - c)^{k-1} \leq p(1 - c)^{k-1}(1 + c \cdot (\ell - k))
\]
For any \( k \) such that \( 0 < k \leq k' \), there is always an \( \ell_k \) such that condition (2) does not hold, because right–hand–side of that condition is linearly increasing in \( \ell \). QED

As a result of the three lemmas we have that \( k_{\ell}^+ \) increases in \( \ell \) as long as \( \ell \) is small (hiring everyone), then, as a interior solution, it decreases in \( \ell \) under certain conditions, up to the point that the unique solution is not hiring anyone.

**Proposition 1** Suppose that \( \Delta f(1) > p \), and that there exists \( k' \) such that for all \( k > k' \), \( \Delta f(k) < p(1 - c)^{k-1} \), then there exist \( \ell' \) and \( \ell'' \geq \ell' \geq 1 \) such that:
• for any \( \ell \leq \ell' \), \( k^+_\ell = \ell \);

• for \( \ell > \ell'' \), we have \( k^+_\ell = 0 \).

• for \( \ell' < \ell \leq \ell'' \), \( 0 < k^+_\ell < \ell \) and it is not increasing in \( \ell \).

Proof: The assumption \( \Delta f(1) > p \) is enough to prove that \( \ell' \) exists and that it is at least equal one. Indeed it is straightforward that \( k^+_1 = 1 \). The behaviour of the maximum up to \( \ell' \) is given by Lemma 1.

\( \ell'' \) exist because of Lemma 3. Note that because of Lemma 2, if \( k^+_\lambda = 0 \), then \( k^+_\lambda = 0 \) for any \( \lambda > \ell \).

If \( \ell'' > \ell' \) then there is an interval which exhibits internal solutions and the result is coming from Lemma 2. QED.

Table A1. Balance check

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Treated</th>
<th>Diff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Risk averse</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.00 - 1.00]</td>
<td>[0.00 - 1.00]</td>
<td>(0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household size</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1.00 - 11.00]</td>
<td>[1.00 - 15.0]</td>
<td>(0.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm size (ha)</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.08 - 7.37]</td>
<td>[0.00 - 6.92]</td>
<td>(0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxen</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.00 - 1.00]</td>
<td>[0.00 - 1.00]</td>
<td>(0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.00 - 1.00]</td>
<td>[0.00 - 1.00]</td>
<td>(0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary education</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.00 - 1.00]</td>
<td>[0.00 - 1.00]</td>
<td>(0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member of a self-help group (Sacco, vicoba, funeral society)</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>-0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.00 - 1.00]</td>
<td>[0.00 - 1.00]</td>
<td>(0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member of a social association (e.g. religious, youth, women)</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.00 - 1.00]</td>
<td>[0.00 - 1.00]</td>
<td>(0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crop damage due to pest, disease or fungi</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-0.09*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.00 - 1.00]</td>
<td>[0.00 - 1.00]</td>
<td>(0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized precipitation Index (march, ARC 2 dataset)</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[-1.27 - 0.91]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age of the household head</td>
<td>46.06</td>
<td>45.17</td>
<td>-0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[16.00 - 84.00]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance plot</td>
<td>18.76</td>
<td>18.73</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0.00 - 120.0]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(2.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0.00 - 1.00]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.05)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>